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Gender Differences in Attitudes

toward Black Feminism among

African Americans

EVELYN M. SIMIEN

Many black academics, feminist scholars, and grassroots activists
argue that African American women are doubly disadvantaged in the social,
economic, and political structure of the United States. Black feminists and criti-
cal race theorists, in particular, suggest that African American women are sta-
tus deprived because they face discrimination on the basis of both race and gen-
der. Building upon prior research, I posit that black feminist consciousness
arises from an understanding of intersecting patterns of discrimination. Be-
cause the totality of black female experiences cannot be treated as the sum of
separate parts, they must be analyzed together. If race and gender are studied
as separate categories, one cannot explain how attitudes might change as a re-
sult of cross-pressures to subordinate the interests of black women so as to pro-
tect black men from racism. This article responds to the limitations of existing
research, which tends to focus on either race or gender. From this point on,
understanding that African American women have been theoretically erased
from the literature on group consciousness is essential. Here, I argue that the
choice of data that have been analyzed and the interpretation of those data rest
upon a narrow and exclusive definition of group consciousness, which effec-
tively conceals the political orientations of African American women.

Gender (or Feminist) Consciousness

Contemporary feminist scholarship has focused on the women’s liberation
movement and its ability to create strong bonds, raise awareness, and link con-
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sciousness to political activism among potential and active members. Relying
heavily on data from the National Election Studies, this research often fails to
recognize how the use of specific survey items does not capture unique aspects
of black family life, the everyday experiences of African American women, col-
lective action strategies, and issue priorities as they differ between black and
white women. None of these surveys tap attitudes toward issues that dispropor-
tionately affect black women (for example, protection from sterilization abuse).
Nearly all of the research that has compared black and white women in national
surveys lacks a large enough sample of African American women. Jane Mans-
bridge and Katherine Tate, for example, rely on data collected from four na-
tional surveys—Gallup 1986 and 1987, Yankelovich Clancy Shulman 1989, and
Princeton Survey Research Associates 1990—where the sample size for black
women ranges from 99 to 291 and the sample size for white women ranges from
876 to 1,868.1

Arguing that African American women are more supportive of gender equal-
ity, feminist priorities, and the women’s movement than are white women,
Mansbridge and Tate draw upon bell hooks and Ethel Klein for supporting evi-
dence. bell hooks, who cites data from a Louis Harris Virginia Slims poll con-
ducted in 1972, shows that African American women were more supportive of
feminist ideology and more sympathetic toward women’s liberation groups
than were white women. At the same time, she contends that many African
American women rejected the women’s movement because of its failure to ad-
dress issues relevant to all women. Ethel Klein, who cites data from a Virginia
Slims American Women’s Poll conducted in 1985, shows that African Ameri-
can women were most supportive of the Equal Rights Amendment. Like hooks,
she makes the argument that “adherence to ideology of sex equality is not syn-
onymous with a sense of membership in the women’s movement or an endorse-
ment of all its policies” and considers black feminists and their work outside
of mainstream feminist organizations as evidence for her claim.2 While most
scholars agree that African American women are more supportive of gender
equality and feminist priorities than are white women, I disagree with those
who maintain that African American women are more supportive of the wom-
en’s movement than are white women because traditional measures are defi-
cient in several important ways.

Political scientists have used survey items for African American women
that were designed to tap feminist consciousness among white women. In prac-
tice, this has meant that survey items speak to the experiences (or concerns) of
primarily white, middle-class women. By ignoring work outside of the discipline,

1 Jane Mansbridge and Katherine Tate, “Race Trumps Gender: Black Opinion on the Thomas
Nomination,” PS: Political Science and Politics 25 (September): 488–492.

2 bell hooks, Ain’t I A Woman: Black Women and Feminism (Boston, MA: South End Press, 1981),
148; Ethel Klein, “The Diffusion of Consciousness in the United States and Western Europe” in Mary
Fainsod Katzenstein and Carol McClurg Mueller, eds., The Movements of the United States and West-
ern Europe (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 1987), 27.
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political scientists fail to consider the specialized knowledge created by African
American women, which clarifies a standpoint of and for black women derived
from their experiences with interlocking systems of oppression. Instead, survey
researchers and public opinion scholars assume that white feminism and black
feminism are similar. In Measuring Feminist Consciousness, Elizabeth Adell
Cook combined the “feeling thermometer”3 rating for the women’s liberation
movement with the “close to women” item in an effort to tap this specific strand
of group consciousness among women. In her analysis, women who do not ex-
press closeness to other women are coded as lacking gender consciousness.
Those who feel close to women, but who rate the women’s movement fifty de-
grees or less, are coded as having low consciousness. Those who feel close to
women and rate the women’s movement fifty-one degrees or more are coded
as having high consciousness. In this instance, Cook overlooked the full array
of factors that thwarted a formidable interracial women’s alliance and led black
women to organize around their own interests.4

For decades, the women’s liberation movement reflected white, middle-
class bias in its objectives and aims. Its membership and leadership treated the
interests of black women as secondary to their own by excluding them from the
movement’s agenda. Even today, these factors would likely influence the feel-
ing thermometer rating for the women’s liberation movement by black women.
In fact, Claire Knoche Fulenwider documented a rising trend on the part of
black women that indicated a lack of support for the women’s movement and
its tactics.5 While black women were more supportive of feminist items that
tapped perceptions of social reality, they were far less supportive of those items
that measured attitudes toward abortion and tactics for social change. More
specifically, black women opposed, to a greater extent than did white women,
the women’s liberation movement and the belief that women need to organize
and work together to combat discrimination.

Using a measurement approach similar to Cook’s, Pamela Conover drew
insight from a woman-centered perspective and focused on the extent to which
women consciously identify themselves as homemakers.6 More specifically, she
combined the feeling thermometer rating for feminists with the “homemaker”
item—which asked the respondent whether she thought of herself as a “home-

3 “Feeling thermometers” are used to assess feelings toward people, events, and organizations that
have been in the news. Respondents are read the name of a person, event, or organization and asked
to rate that person, event, or organization using something called the “feeling thermometer.” They
can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorably
the respondent feels toward that person, event, or organization; the lower the number, the colder or
less favorably they feel. Respondents would rate the person at the 50� mark if they felt neither warm
nor cold toward them.

4 Elizabeth Adell Cook, “Measuring Feminist Consciousness,” Women and Politics 9 (Fall 1989):
71–88.

5 Claire Knoche Fulenwider, Feminism in American Politics (Westport, CT: Praeger, 1980), 93.
6 Cook, “Measuring Feminist Consciousness,” 71–88; Pamela Conover, “Feminists and the Gender

Gap,” The Journal of Politics 50 (November 1988): 985–1010.
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maker” most of the time, some of the time, occasionally, or never—in order to
tap feminist identity. In her analysis, Conover also examined the relationship
between feminist identity and other criterion variables (that is, feeling ther-
mometer ratings for women, the women’s movement, and the women’s libera-
tion movement) in order to establish the validity of the measure. In this in-
stance, she overlooks the fact that the traditional housewife model has never
fit most African American women.7

African American women are more likely than are white women to be
heads of households; historically, their labor participation rate has exceeded
that of white women, and they usually possess more decision-making authority
in their parental and conjugal roles than do white women.8 Without much
choice in the matter, African American women have worked at higher rates
than have white women because their families are burdened by family income
inequality and two incomes are necessary for familial economic survival. Even
today, these factors would likely influence responses to the homemaker item
by black women. There are additional factors that have gone unexplored.

Historically, African American women have felt called upon to choose be-
tween their commitments to antiracist and antisexist struggles because the in-
terests served by both have been cast as diametrically opposed.9 This conflict
of interest has manifested itself around most struggles for gender equality and
feminist priorities, on the one hand, and racial uplift and black empowerment,
on the other. Consider the Anita Hill/Clarence Thomas episode, an example
of a struggle around gender equality and feminist priorities. This high-stakes
dispute between a black female law professor and a black male Supreme Court
nominee called into question race loyalty for African Americans in general and
African American women in particular. Still, the overwhelming majority of Af-
rican American men and women expressed disbelief in Anita Hill’s sexual ha-
rassment charges against Thomas.10 In light of this, Mansbridge and Tate have
argued that “the public image of a Black woman attacking a Black man”
worked in Thomas’s favor because “black women are often told to choose be-
tween race and gender, and often feel they must choose race” for fear they
might be viewed as disloyal to the race.11

7 Mae King, “Oppression and Power: The Unique Status of Black Women in the American Political
System,” Social Science Quarterly 56 (June 1975): 117–128; Pauline Terrelonge Stone, “Feminist Con-
sciousness and Black Women” in Jo Feeman, ed., Women: A Feminist Perspective (Mountain View,
CA: Mayflower Publishing Company, 1995), 607–616; Deborah King, “Multiple Jeopardy, Multiple
Consciousness: The Context of Black Feminist Ideology,” Signs 14 (Autumn 1988): 42–72; Beverly
Guy-Sheftall, ed., Words of Fire: An Anthology of African-American Feminist Thought (New York:
The New Press, 1995), 232; Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought, 2nd ed. (New York: Rout-
ledge, 2000), 11.

8 King, “Oppression and Power,” 117–128.
9 Deborah Robinson, The Effect of Multiple Group Identity on Race Consciousness (PhD disserta-

tion, University of Michigan, 1987), 1–3.
10 Katherine Tate, “Invisible Woman,” The American Prospect 8 (Winter 1992): 74–81.
11 Mansbridge and Tate, “Race Trumps Gender,” 488–489.
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Consider also the dissension surrounding the Million Man March, an exam-
ple of a struggle for racial uplift and black empowerment, in which black men
were called on to assemble in the nation’s capital for a day of atonement. Writ-
ing in 1999, Wendy Smooth and Tamelyn Tucker contended that many black
women “experienced inner conflict” as to whether they should support a “gen-
der-exclusive call to march” because of their dual identity as black and female.12

Claudine Gay and Tate have termed this internal conflict “doubly bound,”
which suggests that “black women will support their interests as women, but
their support can be muted and even overwhelmed” when those interests col-
lide with the interests of their race.13 Ostensibly, the hierarchy of interests
within the black community assigns priority to race over gender.14

Race Consciousness (or Linked Fate)

Contemporary black politics scholarship has focused on the political behavior
of those African Americans who identify themselves as members of an “op-
pressed group.” Richard D. Shingles, for example, expanded the model of black
political participation by demonstrating how mistrust, low political efficacy, and
race consciousness related to heightened political participation among blacks.15

In his analysis, Shingles seemed to grasp the importance of intragroup differ-
ences by devoting scholarly attention to class differences in political orienta-
tions—the levels of political trust and internal political efficacy possessed by
poor, working-class blacks versus middle-class blacks in relation to their rate
of political participation. Yet, he failed to recognize the importance of studying
gender via categorical analyses that actually concealed the political orientations
and behavior of black women. Simply stated, black women were not studied
apart from black men. This approach to the analysis of race consciousness and
its effect upon black political orientations and behavior guarantees that the
uniqueness of black women and their “doubly bound” situation will be ignored.
With few notable exceptions, very little work has looked at the political atti-
tudes and political behavior of African American women directly.

Of those books that have, I must note in particular: From Protest to Politics:
The New Black Voters in American Elections by Katherine Tate, Behind the
Mule: Race and Class in African-American Politics by Michael C. Dawson, and

12 Wendy G. Smooth and Tamelyn Tucker, “Behind But Not Forgotten: Women and the Behind-
the-Scenes Organizing of the Million Man March” in Kimberly Springer, ed., Still Lifting, Still Climb-
ing: African American Women’s Contemporary Activism (New York: New York University Press,
1999), 242–251.

13 Claudine Gay and Katherine Tate, “Doubly Bound: The Impact of Gender and Race on the Poli-
tics of Black Women,” Political Psychology 19 (March 1998): 183.

14 Emma Coleman Jordan, “Race, Gender, and Social Class in the Thomas Sexual Harassment
Hearings: The Hidden Fault Lines in Political Discourse” in Adrian Katherine Wing, ed., Critical Race
Feminism (New York: New York University Press, 1997), 169–174.

15 Richard D. Shingles, “Black Consciousness and Political Participation: The Missing Link,” Amer-
ican Political Science Review 75 (March 1981): 76–91.
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Something Within: Religion in African-American Political Activism by Freder-
ick C. Harris. While they offer highly sophisticated and comprehensive explan-
atory models of black political behavior that place African American political
thought at the center of their empirical analyses, these studies often fail to rec-
ognize the importance of theorizing gender. Relying heavily upon survey data
from the 1984–1988 and 1996 National Black Election Studies (NBES), schol-
ars have typically added the variable (gender) to a regression model and con-
trolled for its effects statistically. By so doing, political scientists isolate the
effects of gender from the influence of such confounding variables as age, edu-
cation, and income. In this instance, gender is simply defined as whether a per-
son is male or female and is most often used to predict party identification, eval-
uation of particular candidates, and attitudes toward specific policy issues. This
is not sufficient for arriving at a complete picture of black public opinion and
political behavior, especially when the categories of race and gender have been
purposely deconstructed by feminists in general and black feminists in particu-
lar to avoid generalizations that purportedly apply to all women or all people
of color.

A daunting task for researchers is to work through the many questions sur-
rounding these two categories—race and gender—by expanding our knowl-
edge base of African American women’s traditional political activity: voting
and electoral behavior; the general characteristics of African American women
who are active in political parties, including the significance of education, social
class, and professional or occupational backgrounds; patterns of political re-
cruitment and elite membership at the elective, appointed, and bureaucratic
levels; and the factors that facilitate their entry into the political arena.16 Black
political participation must be determined, in part, by an appreciation of the
lived experience and the political objectives of African American men and
women, especially considering that black feminist organizations have long been
active in the policy-making process, specializing in research, policy analysis, liti-
gation, and constituency development. Protest activities, lobbying, monitoring
public policy implementation, coalition formation, and campaigning are all strat-
egies that have been used by black feminist organizations. Of course, the most
useful approach to the study of African American women in politics would be
one that privileges their ideas and experiences versus comparative analyses
with other race-sex groups that report aggregate differences on the basis of race
and gender defined as purely biological traits. This approach would also entail
considering the cultural and social expectations prescribed by contemporary
American society.

Unfortunately, most empirically trained political scientists who investigate
aggregate gender differences in black public opinion and political behavior de-

16 Shelia F. Harmon-Martin, “Black Women in Politics: A Research Note” in Hanes Walton, Jr.,
ed., Black Politics and Black Political Behavior: A Linkage Analysis (Westport, CT: Praeger, 1994),
209–217.
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fine gender in biological terms—how men and women ought to behave politi-
cally—without exploring varying ideas about masculinity and femininity or al-
ternative kinds of activities and characteristics that are appropriate for men and
women within the black community. For the most part, the public opinions and
political behavior of African American women have been measured against
those of black men, white men and women, or other women of color. For exam-
ple, From Protest to Politics: The New Black Voters in American Elections by
Katherine Tate is marred by a tendency to consider black men’s political atti-
tudes the norm against which black women’s political attitudes are measured
and found lacking. Tate avers, “Black women have weaker racial identities than
Black men” and speculates that black women might form weaker racial identi-
ties because they are less likely than black men to see themselves as victims of
racial discrimination.17 Despite the fact that black women participated in higher
numbers than did black men in the Civil Rights Movement, which would sug-
gest that black women possess stronger racial identities than black men, Tate
stops short of empirically investigating the why question—why do black women
not possess stronger racial identities than black men? Thus, the question of why
African American women were less likely to report racial awareness than were
African American men has not been resolved to date. The near absence of any
further analysis of black women, particularly as voters in American elections, is
disappointing when the black female voter has long been described as an enigma.

The second text, Michael C. Dawson’s Behind the Mule: Race and Class in
African-American Politics, examined the relationship between linked fate and
black political participation. A significant predictor of race consciousness and
black political behavior, linked fate constitutes an advanced stage of group
identification that starts with a mere feeling of closeness to others (who identify
as African American) and involves the acceptance of the belief that individual
life chances are inextricably tied to the race. In other words, linked fate con-
notes an acute sense of awareness (or recognition) that what happens to the
group in question will also affect what happens to the individual members of
the group.18 In his work, Dawson asserts that “whether an African American
believes his or her own fate is linked to that of the race as a whole is not (empha-
sis added) predicted by either socioeconomic status or gender,” but by the ex-
tent to which “an African American individual is integrated into the black com-
munity and tied to black information networks” in addition to that person’s

17 Katherine Tate, From Protest to Politics: The New Black Voters in American Elections (Cam-
bridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1994), 29.

18 Michael C. Dawson, Behind the Mule: Race and Class in African-American Politics (Chicago, IL:
University of Chicago Press, 1994), 76–81; Arthur H. Miller, Patricia Gurin, Gerald Gurin, and Oksana
Malanchuk, “Group Consciousness and Political Participation,” American Journal of Political Science
25 (August 1981): 494–511; Mary Herring, Thomas B. Jankowski, and Ronald E. Brown, “Pro-Black
Doesn’t Mean Anti-White: The Structure of African-American Group Identity,” The Journal of Poli-
tics 61 (May 1999): 363–386; David Jaynes and Robin Williams, A Common Destiny: Blacks and Ameri-
can Society (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1989), 526–548.
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individual assessment of the “relative economic status of African Americans”
at large.19 However, political scientists have relied almost exclusively upon one
single indicator, the linked-fate item, to measure race identification among Af-
rican Americans. The most commonly used item asks, “Do you think what hap-
pens to black people (emphasis added) in this country will have something to
do with what happens in your life?”20 Respondents who answer affirmatively are
then asked, “Will it affect you a lot, some, or not very much?” The responses to
both items are usually combined. It is this writer’s view that survey researchers
and public opinion scholars must develop measures of race identification that
consider in-group variation. The use of a single survey item that asks about
blacks in general is insufficient because this approach fails to consider differ-
ences between and among individual members of the black population.

Given the salience of interlocking systems of oppression, as they circum-
scribe the lives of individual black women, African American women need and
deserve their own items. Otherwise, the study of political attitudes and behavior
will continue to conceal the political orientations of African American women
as they differ from African American men and white women via categorical
analyses that purportedly apply to all African Americans or all women. For
these reasons, the use of a single item to measure race identification should be
avoided in survey research. Instead, I recommend the use of parallel items that
ask, “Do you think what happens to [black women, black men] in this country
will have something to do with what happens in your life?” Using this approach,
political scientists could expand the traditional linked-fate model to include
items that assess in-group attachments.

The third text, Frederick Harris’s Something Within: Religion in African-
American Political Activism, focuses explicitly on black female experiences as
a point of departure for his analysis of the relationship between religiosity and
support for gender equality within the black community. Harris argues that the
black church has validated the patriarchal nature of male-female relationships
through sermons and teachings of gender inequality. It is the case that “black
women’s exclusion from clerical leadership and key decision-making processes
in their congregations” legitimizes black male authority and reinforces gender
role stereotypes of black women as “doers” and “carriers” in charge of the pri-
vate sphere.21 Harris finds that church attendance and active membership deter-
mine black women’s support for gender equality. Black women who are most
active in their churches are least supportive of the idea that African American
women should share equally in the political leadership of the black community

19 Michael C. Dawson, “African American Political Opinion: Volatility in the Reagan-Bush Era”
in Hanes Walton, Jr., ed., African American Power and Politics (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1997), 141–142.

20 Michael Dawson, Ronald Brown, and James S. Jackson, National Black Politics Study Codebook
(Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research, 1993).

21 Fredrick C. Harris, Something Within: Religion in African-American Political Activism (New
York: Oxford Press, 1999), 155.
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and least supportive of the notion that black churches or places of worship
should allow more African American women to become members of the clergy.

Harris challenges conventional definitions of politics by adopting an ap-
proach that puts the perspectives and experiences of African American women
at the center of his analysis. But at the same time, he casts male clergy as the
model of leadership against which women are found lacking when women are
sometimes unable or unwilling to assume masculine postures. Although he de-
votes some attention to the obstacles impeding equality and empowerment for
African American women, he falls short of making the case for the feminist
implications of his work by not compelling us to consider how current black
politics research might be changed (or transformed) if the perspectives or lives
of these women were taken into consideration. If Harris wants to fully explore
the correlation between African American women’s participation in the church
and gender as a construct of theoretical importance, then he must articulate
how changes in these women’s lives and activities reflect, influence, or perhaps
destabilize patriarchal authority. Identification of differences and commonali-
ties among African American women and men must also dispel false universal-
ism, which sets up African American men (in this case, clergy) as the norm
against which African American women appear to be deviant cases. While few
scholars have focused as explicitly on the relationship between public and pri-
vate domains as Harris has done here, even fewer have offered empirical as-
sessments of the simultaneous effects of race and gender.

Empirical Research

Political scientists who have studied the simultaneous effects of race and gender
on feminist consciousness have taken two main approaches. First, scholars have
used items that were designed to tap feminist consciousness among white
women to measure black feminist consciousness.22 As stated earlier, this ap-
proach is problematic because it assumes that white feminism and black femi-
nism are similar. There are many differences, both historically and in contem-
porary times, between the ways in which black women and white women
experience sexism in this country. Thus, I argue that using survey items de-
signed with white women in mind results in a measurement of support for white
feminism among black women—not black feminist consciousness. Second, so-
cial scientists have measured gender identification and race identification and
then used the interaction of these two variables to create a measure of the polit-
icized group identification of black women.23 There are disadvantages to this
approach. Given that this measurement strategy assumes that race and gender
identification are separate constructs, it cannot account for the ways in which
attitudes might change as a result of the hierarchy of interests within the black

22 Clyde Wilcox, “Black Women and Feminism,” Women and Politics 10 (Fall 1990): 65–84.
23 Gay and Tate, “Doubly Bound,” 183; Robinson, Effect of Multiple Group Identity, 10–19.
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community. In other words, the construction of an interaction term offers no
means of measuring the simultaneous effects of race and gender oppression
when black women are often called upon to choose between antiracist and anti-
sexist struggles. Thus, black respondents should be asked to consider both con-
structs simultaneously because black women do not have the luxury of choosing
to fight only one battle when multiple forms of oppression impinge upon their
lives. Arguably the best measurement approach is one that focuses squarely on
the ideas and experiences of black women, inasmuch as patterns of race and gen-
der discrimination uphold and sustain each other. Finally, the interaction term
fails to measure a commitment to and an attitude toward the underlying themes
that delineate the contours of black feminist consciousness.24

Black Feminist Consciousness

Black feminist consciousness is the recognition that African American women
are status deprived because they face discrimination on the basis of both race
and gender. Having to bear the burdens of prejudice that challenge people of
color in addition to the various forms of subjugation that hinder women, Afri-
can American women continue to lag behind other race-sex groups on practi-
cally every measure of socioeconomic well-being. They occupy the lower stra-
tum of the social hierarchy, are predominately in clerical and service jobs, and
are more likely to be single heads of households.25 As a result, African Ameri-
can women are subject to multiple burdens—joblessness and domestic violence,
teen pregnancy and illiteracy, poverty and malnutrition—that define their cumu-
lative experience with race and gender oppression in the United States.26

To date, black feminist scholars have played a critical role in bringing to
the academic fore the study of black male and female attitudes toward actualiz-
ing the goals of feminism. While these scholars provide a range of perspectives,
several recurring themes in their work delineate the contours of black feminist
consciousness. I will discuss some of the most salient themes in the following
section.

First, black feminist scholars have focused on the concept of intersectiona-
lity, which suggests that interlocking oppressions circumscribe the lives of black
women through day-to-day encounters with race and gender oppression.27 In

24 While I am critical of this approach, I would like to note that these scholars were working with
data sets not designed to measure black feminist consciousness and thus were forced to rely on items
available to assess the concept; and that these studies provide important insights, despite their limita-
tions, especially when considering that the actuality of black female experiences is multiplicative, as
opposed to additive.

25 Irene Browne, ed., Latinas and African American Women At Work: Race, Gender, and Economic
Inequality (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1999), 4–11.

26 Wing, ed., Critical Race Feminism, 30–31.
27 Kimberle Crenshaw, “Beyond Racism and Misogyny: Black Feminism and 2 Live Crew” in Cathy

Cohen, Kathleen Jones, and Joan Tronto, eds., Women Transforming Politics (New York: New York
University Press, 1997), 540–568.
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other words, black feminist consciousness is the product of this experience with
intersecting patterns of race and gender discrimination. Other scholars argue
that systems of domination based on class and sexual orientation are linked
with racism and sexism.28 In fact, Tamara Jones reminds us that African Ameri-
can women “don’t have the luxury of choosing to fight only one battle” because
they must contend with multiple and interlocking systems of oppression.29 Ac-
cording to Adrian Katherine Wing, the actuality of layered experiences is multi-
plicative as opposed to additive.30 The parts cannot be treated as separate cate-
gories because black women are subject concurrently to multiple burdens.

Second, black feminist scholars have addressed the issue of gender (in)-
equality within the black community. During the Civil Rights Movement, black
women were not recognized for their numerous political activities, such as be-
hind-the-scenes organizing, mobilizing, and fundraising, and leadership posi-
tions were reserved for black males.31 Smooth and Tucker, who cite the Million
Man March as a classic example of gender inequality within the black commu-
nity, argue that in more recent years, black women’s activism has been ignored
and black men have been given credit for its success.32 Other critics have
charged that the black church has validated the patriarchal nature of black
male-female relationships through its biblical teachings, in addition to its exclu-
sion of black women from the clergy, key decision-making processes, and fi-
nancial governing boards.33 In short, the struggle to eliminate patriarchy in all
aspects of black life is a prominent theme in black feminist literature.

Third, black feminists have maintained that feminism benefits the black
community by challenging patriarchy as an institutionalized, oppressive struc-
ture and advocating the building of coalitions. In fact, black feminists have
made conscious efforts to avoid attacking individual black men in order to work
with them to further their cause of equality and justice for women. Patricia Hill
Collins, in particular, argues that black feminism is a social justice project and
suggests that building coalitions is essential to advancing that project.34 Simi-
larly, Deborah Robinson avers that the “black community must move from the
position of singular activism” and commit to the struggle against both racism

28 See Audre Lorde, Sister Outsider (Freedom, CA: Crossing Press, 1984), 114–123; Barbara Smith,
“Some Home Truths About the Contemporary Black Feminist Movement” in Guy-Sheftall, ed.,
Words of Fire, 254–266.

29 Tamara Jones, “Building Effective Black Feminist Organizations” Souls 2 (Fall 2000): 56.
30 Wing, ed., Critical Race Feminism, 30–31.
31 Charles M. Payne, I’ve Got the Light of Freedom (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995),

266–283; Belinda Robnett, How Long? How Long? African-American Women in the Struggle for Civil
Rights (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 182–184; Evelyn M. Simien, “Black Leadership
and Civil Rights: Transforming the Curriculum, Inspiring Student Activism,” PS: Political Science and
Politics 36 (October 2003): 747–750.

32 Smooth and Tucker, “Behind But Not Forgotten,” 242–251.
33 Harris, Something Within, 155–175.
34 Collins, Black Feminist Thought, 41–43.
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and sexism for the sake of the Civil Rights Movement.35 Finally, Pauline Stone
insists that black feminism benefits the black community by enabling black men
and women to gain a more accurate and deeper level of understanding of the
occupationally segregated labor market, where there are male and female jobs,
black and white jobs.36

Fourth, black feminist scholars have suggested that a sense of belonging or
conscious loyalty to the group in question (that is, black women) stems from
lived experiences, specifically, day-to-day encounters with race, class, and gen-
der oppression. Shared experiences with interlocking systems of domination,
then, drive black women to political activism. In other words, the individual
who identifies with the group label comes to realize that individual life chances
are inextricably tied to the group and that collective action is a necessary form
of resistance. This politicized group identification is referred to here as linked
fate with black women.

Research Questions/Hypotheses

This project addresses two questions empirically. First, do the principle compo-
nents of black feminist consciousness differ across gender? The expectation is
that items used to measure black feminist consciousness will load differently
for black women and black men. The both movements item in particular is ex-
pected to align itself with a separate factor because it forces respondents to con-
sider the hierarchy of interests within the black community, which prioritizes
race over gender. This item asks whether black women suffered from both sex-
ism within the black movement and racism within the women’s movement. Sec-
ond, does the level of support for black feminist consciousness differ across
gender? Researchers have found legitimate differences between men and
women in their relationship to feminism. For this reason, I investigate whether
the level of support for black feminist tenets differs between black women and
black men.

Data

The 1993–1994 National Black Politics Study (NBPS) is unique in that it con-
tains questions that measure black feminist consciousness. It was conducted be-
tween December 1993 and February 1994. Respondents were selected in two
ways, from a national random digit dial sample or in a random selection from
a list of households in black neighborhoods. The response rate was 65 percent,
resulting in 1,206 black respondents, all of whom were voting eligible. A full
description of the survey may be found in the codebook, which was compiled
by its principal investigators, Michael C. Dawson, Ronald E. Brown, and James
S. Jackson.

35 Robinson, Effect of Multiple Group Identity, 83
36 Stone, “Feminist Consciousness and Black Women,” 607–616.
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Measurement

Because there is no one definitive measure of black feminist consciousness used
in survey research with African American respondents, six items were selected
from the 1993–1994 NBPS to construct this measure, reflecting four salient
themes. The first theme is intersectionality, which suggests that interlocking
systems of oppression circumscribe the lives of black women via day-to-day en-
counters with race, class, and gender oppression. It is measured by two survey
items: the first item asked whether racism, poverty, and sexual discrimination
were linked together and should be addressed by the black community (address
all discrimination), and the second item asked whether black women suffered
from both sexism within the black movement and racism within the women’s
movement (both movements).37 The second theme is that gender (in)equality
exists within the black community and beyond. It is also measured by two sur-
vey items: the first asked whether black women should share equally in the po-
litical leadership of the black community (black women leadership), and the
second asked whether more women should become members of the clergy in
black churches (more women clergy). The third theme is that black feminists
benefit the black community by advancing the agenda of women. It is measured
by one survey item that asked respondents whether black feminist groups help
the community by advancing the position of black women or instead divide the
community (black feminist help community). The fourth theme involves the ac-
ceptance of the belief that individual life chances are inextricably tied to the
group in question. It was also measured by one survey item that asked whether
respondents thought that what generally happens to black women in this coun-
try will have something to do with what happens in their own life (linked fate
with black women). The same items were asked of black women and black men.
All items were rescaled to a 0-to-1 format, with “1” indicating high black femi-
nist consciousness (see Appendix A).

Analysis Strategy and Results

Using a statistical technique known as factor analysis, I explain the total varia-
tion in responses provided by African American men and women to six ques-
tions that arguably measure black feminism. I determine whether these six
questions are, in fact, related to one another. More specifically, I assess whether
all six questions measure six different attitudes or just one attitude, referred to
here as black feminism. I am also interested in whether all six questions are
equally effective measures of black feminism for both sexes.

37 Another item asked respondents whether there is a tendency for white society to attack and si-
lence strong black women like Anita Hill and Lani Guinier; this item was discarded because a large
percentage (19 percent) of respondents refused to answer the question. It is this writer’s view that the
average respondent, who has not graduated from college, may have felt uncomfortable responding to
the item when he/she knew very little about Lani Guinier and her nomination to the U.S. Justice De-
partment.
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All six questions account for 25 percent of the total variance in responses,
and each individual factor score ranges from moderate to high, which means
all six items are closely related; however, they are not all equally effective mea-
sures of black feminist consciousness. Considering that the address all discrimi-
nation item yields the highest score, the common factor space is likely driven
by a sense that racism, sexism, and poverty are all linked together and must
be addressed by the black community. Other scores within this range similarly
suggest that black respondents recognize that black feminist groups help (ver-
sus divide) the black community by advancing the position of black women,
support more women clergy at the pulpits of black churches, and believe that
black women should share equally in the political leadership of the black com-
munity—all of which constitute hot-button issues that black academics, public
intellectuals, and grassroots activists have devoted significant energy to debat-
ing. Given that the both movements item yields the lowest factor score and that
the wording of the question invokes the hierarchy of interests, I perform a fac-
tor analysis at a later stage for African American men and women separately
to examine this result further.

A long-standing debate exists within the black community about the rela-
tionship between black feminist consciousness and race loyalty. Black civil
rights organizations and their predominately male leadership have argued that
feminism detracts from race loyalty and divides its membership into separate
camps. From this perspective, a focus on sex discrimination inhibits, or even
precludes, the development of racial awareness and black empowerment. Rob-
ert Staples avers, “Any Movement that augments the sex-role antagonisms ex-
tant in the black community will only sow the seed of disunity and hinder the
liberation struggle. Whether black women will participate in a female liberation
movement is, of course, up to them. One, however, must be cognizant of the
need to avoid a diffusion of energy devoted to the liberation struggle lest it
dilute the over-all effectiveness of the movement.”38 That is to say, the need to
subordinate matters of vital concern to African American women for the sake
of the Civil Rights Movement should take precedence, so as to protect black
men from the forces of racism. Despite this position, many black feminist activ-
ists (for example, Michelle Wallace, Ntozake Shange, Alice Walker, Angela
Davis, and Kimberle Crenshaw) have spoken out against sexism in their com-
munity to later find themselves criticized by black men and women who argued
that “airing dirty laundry” only fed white efforts at racial domination. Still,
black feminists maintain that interlocking systems of oppression (racism and
sexism) must be addressed simultaneously because they are intimately related
to the unequal distribution of power and privilege in the United States. Thus,
it is consistent with the underpinnings of black feminist consciousness that fem-
inist identification and race identification would be associated with it—at best,

38 Robert Staples, “The Myth of the Black Matriarchy,” Black Scholar (January–February 1970):
15–16.
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a positive relationship between black feminist consciousness, feminist identifi-
cation, and race identification, so as to suggest that black feminist consciousness
is related to yet distinct from these two constructs.

I turned to other criterion variables to which black feminist consciousness
might be related in order to test whether it is indeed a valid measure, using bi-
variate correlations. More specifically, I examined the relationship between
black feminist consciousness and feeling thermometer ratings for feminists and
blacks as well as the feminist identification measure, which asked to what de-
gree black female respondents support feminist ideals, and the black identifi-
cation measure, which asked to what degree black male and female respon-
dents felt that what happens to black people in this country has something to
do with what happens in their own life. Then, I examined the relationship be-
tween black feminist consciousness and an interaction term constructed from
one measure of race identification and another measure of gender identifica-
tion. Both items asked the respondents whether they felt that what happens to
[blacks and women] in this country will have something to do with what hap-
pens in their life (see Appendix B).

While the relationship between black feminist consciousness and the femi-
nist feeling thermometer is statistically significant, the two variables are weakly
correlated. In addition, the relationship between black feminist consciousness
and the feminist identification measure is weak and not statistically significant.
However, the relationship between the feminist feeling thermometer and the
feminist identification measure is statistically significant, and the correlation
between these two variables is moderate, which suggests that a stronger rela-
tionship exists between these two measures of white feminism than with black
feminist consciousness. My results bolster the claim that items designed to tap
feminist identification among white women are problematic because they yield
a measurement of support for white feminism among black women—not black
feminist consciousness. It is fair to say that white feminism is related to yet dis-
tinct from black feminism.

The relationship between black feminist consciousness and the black feel-
ing thermometer is statistically significant, but the correlation is weak. Simi-
larly, the relationship between black feminist consciousness and the race identi-
fication measure is statistically significant and the correlation between these
two variables is moderate. Likewise, the relationship between the feeling ther-
mometer for blacks and the race identification measure is statistically signifi-
cant. However, these two variables are weakly correlated. Most striking is the
relationship between black feminist consciousness and the interaction term. In
prior research, political scientists have measured gender identification and race
identification and then used the interaction of those two variables to create a
measure of black feminist consciousness. This strategy treats gender and race
identity as separate constructs and equates high levels of gender identity and
race identity with black feminist consciousness. Here, the relationship between
the interaction term and black feminist consciousness is statistically significant
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and the correlation is moderate. Considering that the interaction term assumes
that race and gender are separate constructs and that black feminist conscious-
ness emphasizes the simultaneity of oppression, the results were fairly predict-
able. If black feminist consciousness were to have both a statistically significant
relationship and moderate correlation with any one measure, it would be with
the interaction term because it contains one measure of gender identification
and one measure of race identification. In other words, the interaction term
versus the feminist feeling thermometer and feminist identification measure, as
well as the black feeling thermometer and race identification measure, repre-
sents the one measure that comes closest to capturing two components (gender
identification and race identification) of black feminist consciousness. All
things considered, the empirical findings mentioned here bolster my claim:
black feminist consciousness is related to yet distinct from feminist identifica-
tion and race identification.

The second stage of examination again involved factor analysis, delineating
the principal components of black feminist consciousness for black women and
black men separately, however. It is believed that the both movements item may
be more difficult for respondents to answer because this item activates a sense
of internal conflict invoked by the hierarchy of interests often experienced by
black women and men when women’s liberation is pitted against black civil
rights. This internal conflict is what Gay and Tate have termed “doubly bound,”
which suggests that black women will support their interests as women, but that
their support can be muted or even overwhelmed when those interests collide
with race. The both movements item forces respondents to consider whether
African American women suffer from both sexism within the black movement
and racism within the women’s movement or whether they suffer primarily
from the same problems as do black men. The result of this analysis for all six
items, which appear to tap one clear underlying dimension of black feminist
consciousness for black women only, yields factor scores that are all relatively
high. With black men absent from this analysis, original factor scores rose
slightly, and the result of this analysis for all six items, which appear to tap two
underlying dimensions of black feminist consciousness for black men only, also
yields factor scores that are relatively high. However, the both movements item
determines a second dimension to black feminist consciousness for black men.
That is to say, this particular item is uncorrelated (or correlated more weakly)
with the other five survey items that comprise the first dimension and appears
to stand alone in a column by itself that reveals a second dimension to black
feminist consciousness for black men, rather than black women, when the two
are studied separately.

The third stage of analysis involved cross-tabulation in an effort to deter-
mine whether the level of support for black feminist consciousness differs across
gender. More specifically, the proportion of black women who possess black
feminist consciousness was compared to the proportion of black men who sup-
port its fundamental tenets. The result of this analysis reveals that black femi-
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TABLE 1

Support for Black Feminism Reported in Percentage

Black Women Black Men Total
Survey Items (N � 781) (N � 425) (N � 1,206 )

The problems of racism, poverty, and sexual 71 68 70
discrimination are all linked together (address
all discrimination)

Black feminist groups help the black community by 69 65 68
advancing the position of black women
(feminist help community)

Black women should share equally in the political 77 79 78
leadership of the black community (black
women leadership)

Black churches or places of worship should allow
more women to become members of the clergy
(more women clergy)

Agree 54 59 55
Strongly agree 41 53 47

What generally happens to black women in this 70 72 71
country will have something to do with your life
(linked fate with black women)

Black women have suffered from both sexism within 55 49 53
the black movement and racism within the
women’s movement (both movements)

Note : For the first three items, table entries are the percentage of respondents who chose that option when
presented with two choices. For the more women clergy item, the first table entry is the percentage of respondents
who indicated that they agreed with that statement and the second table entry is the percentage of respondents
who indicated that they strongly agreed with that statement. For the linked fate item, the table entry is the
percentage of respondents who indicated that they thought what generally happens to black women will affect
them a lot or some.

nist consciousness is quite widespread among both black women and black men
(see Table 1). Roughly 70 percent of all respondents believe that race and sex
discrimination are linked. Another 68 percent report that black feminist groups
are beneficial to the black community because they advance the position of
black women. An even greater proportion, 78 percent, endorse the notion that
black women should share equally in the political leadership of the black com-
munity and express that what generally happens to black women in this country
will have something to do with their own life. While there is less support for
black female clergy, a majority (55 percent) indicate that more black women
should be allowed to become members of the clergy. Perhaps one of the most
interesting findings is that black men are equally and, in some cases, more likely
than are black women to support black feminism. When we examine just those
who “strongly agree” with the position that there should be more black women
clergy, a twelve-point difference exists between black women and black men.
It is no secret that the black church has played a prominent role in inhibiting
the development of black feminist consciousness, which makes this particular
finding perplexing.
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Of course, an alternative explanation could be that many black men are
cognizant of and sympathetic toward the particular predicament of black
women, but that when women’s liberation and black civil rights are pitted
against each other they will prioritize race over gender and argue that black
women suffer primarily from the same problems as do black men. African
American men and women both suffer from race oppression and class exploita-
tion in the occupationally segregated labor market. The income and earnings
of African American men lag behind those of white men, which suggests that
black men are subordinate to white men in the occupational structure of the
United States. Similarly, the income and earnings of black women lag behind
those of white women, which suggests that black women are subordinate to
white women in the occupational structure of the United States. Together,
black women and black men are burdened by poverty, lack of job skills, and
wage inequality. Given their shared experience with race oppression and class
exploitation, many black men might recognize that such twin barriers tie their
individual fates inextricably to the race as a whole. Identifying with black
women as another marginalized group, black men are willing to support the
interests of black women, as long as they do not perceivably jeopardize the
movement for black civil rights.

Still, the black church is perhaps the most important social institution in
the black community. It has validated the patriarchal nature of male-female
relationships through sermons and teachings of gender inequality, in addition
to purposefully excluding black women from clerical leadership, key decision-
making processes, and financial governing boards. Male-dominated groups
such as the deacon and steward boards govern the church with formal authority
and power in deciding church policy and financial matters; women-dominated
groups such as the deaconess and stewardess boards govern with far less power
and authority.39 These women-only groups manage Sunday schools, child day-
care services, youth groups, and bake sales (tasks that black men perceive to
be menial and willingly assign to black women). Despite the fact that more
women are becoming deacons and stewards today, these women continue to
govern with less authority than their male counterparts in similar positions be-
cause sexism within the black church remains prevalent. As a result, black
women have created alternative and separate religious spheres that enable
them to assert some influence on decision-making processes despite resistance
from male-dominated spheres. In fact, some black women have begun to found
their own congregations and storefront churches. Still, many black women are
not so disenchanted with black churches and fail to resist blatantly chauvinist
attitudes when exhibited by their brothers and sisters in the church because
they have come to accept positions that are secondary to black men as tradi-
tionally female. Conditioned not to see patriarchy, they willingly accept the

39 Harris, Something Within, 155–175.
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most demeaning and uncreative service jobs so as not to undermine black
male authority.

Given that the majority of black women (55 percent) indicate that black
women suffer from both sexism within the black movement and racism within
the women’s movement and that the majority of black men (51 percent) report
that black women suffer primarily from the same problems as do black men,
these findings can be interpreted in the following way: The majority of black
women refuse to rank interlocking systems of oppression and reject the hierar-
chy of interests within the black community and, at the same time, the majority
of black men refuse to “air their dirty laundry” and pledge loyalty to the race.
It would appear, on the basis of the findings cited here, that the both movements
item activates the sense of internal conflict invoked by the hierarchy of interests
when women’s liberation is pitted against black civil rights, particularly for
black men. African American men and women both experience some sense of
internal conflict invoked by the hierarchy of interests; however, it does not pro-
duce the same divisive outcome for black women as it does for black men. By
openly addressing the hierarchy of interests within the black community that as-
signs priority to race over gender, the both movements item makes it more dif-
ficult for black men to uphold the black feminist position because they must
consider whether black women experienced sexism within the black movement.
All things considered, the question that remains unanswered is whether black
men have truly progressed in their thinking about traditional gender roles.

In an effort to address this question, I explore whether these results (partic-
ularly the likelihood of black men and black women advocating the black femi-
nist agenda equally) reflect the type of question asked more than the reality and
perhaps, as well, the ingenuity of black men to respond with politically correct
answers. Additional items might yield greater insight and provide more sub-
stantive answers to the question of whether black men have truly progressed
in their thinking about traditional gender roles. While we look to alternative
data for this answer, we might also find questions that mark a clear distinction
between black women and men on these issues.

Using data from the 1984–1988 NBES,40 I found that there was a significant
difference in the responses to three items by black women and black men that
might tell us a great deal more. One item asked respondents whether men were
better suited emotionally for politics. Another asked whether [men and women]
possess too much influence, just about the right amount of influence, or too
little influence (see Table 2). The results of this analysis indicate that roughly
39 percent of black women strongly disagree with the statement that men are
better suited for politics versus 27 percent of black men. And while less than
half of the male respondents (45 percent) indicated that men have too much

40 The 1984–1988 NBES were comprised of 1,150 interviews of black citizens taken during the 1984
and 1998 national elections. Modeled after the University of Michigan’s landmark National Election
Studies (NES), a full description of the surveys may be found in the codebook, which was compiled by
its principal investigators, Katherine Tate, Ronald E. Brown, Shirley J. Hatchett, and James S. Jackson.
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TABLE 2

Percent of Black Women and Men Who Take Each Position

Black Women Black Men Total
Survey Items (N � 777 ) (N � 439) (N � 1,216 )

Men are better suited for politics
Somewhat disagree 59 47 53
Strongly disagree 39 27 33

Men have too much influence, agree 60 45 53
Women have too little influence, agree 66 50 59
Women have far too little influence, agree 30 24 27

Source : 1984–1988 National Black Election Studies.
Note: The first item asked respondents whether they strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat

disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement that men are better suited for politics. Other
items asked whether [men and women] possess too much influence, just about the right amount
of influence, or too little influence.

power, the majority of women (60 percent) indicated that men did in fact pos-
sess too much power. Finally, a third of black women (30 percent) believed that
women have far too little power, in contrast to less than a quarter of black men
(24 percent). Of course, these items do not capture the full essence of black
feminist thought. However, they do successfully capture some component of
feminism. In prior research, scholars have used similar items that tapped per-
ceptions of sex role socialization and the comparative influence of women in
society. In fact, Fulenwider identified such items as “basic to the core belief
structure of a feminist belief system.”41

Using data from the 1972–1976 American National Election Studies, Fulen-
wider discovered a startling trend in minority attitudes toward feminism. In
1972, minority men were almost twice as likely as minority women to oppose
feminism. But by 1976, the reverse became true; while 29 percent of minority
women opposed feminism, only 13 percent of minority men opposed femi-
nism.42 Item analysis revealed that minority women were more opposed to the
women’s liberation movement than were minority men, when they were asked
to rate, according to a feeling thermometer, the movement and its tactics for
social change that involved women—of any race—organizing and working to-
gether. Given that the women’s liberation movement reflected the aims and
objectives of white, middle-class women, that its leadership treated the inter-
ests of black women as less important than their own, and that many black
women organized separately around their own interests, this trend on the part
of black women is not particularly surprising.

Using data from the 1993–1994 NBPS and the 1984–1988 NBES, I discov-
ered a similar trend in attitudes toward gender equality and feminist priorities
among African Americans. The fact that black men are equally and, in some

41 Fulenwider, Feminism in American Politics, 44.
42 Fulenwider, Feminism in American Politics, 77.
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cases, more likely to endorse black feminist tenets than are black women lends
support to the idea that the attitudes of African American women and men
toward gender equality and feminist priorities have changed over time. Of
course, further analysis must be conducted to investigate this phenomenon in
more detail.

Conclusion

The study of black feminist thought is charged with political significance be-
cause, at the very least, it means that black feminists have a voice, and with this
newfound voice comes an unquestionable dilemma. Black feminists are situ-
ated at the center of two political movements that, when cast as diametrically
opposed, create uneasy alliances. For black women, who are the physical and
material representation of the race-sex correspondence, the level of discomfort
is never lost and adopting a dispassionate, objective stance toward cross-cutting
issues that so obviously affect them personally is virtually impossible for them.
They are neither prepared to suffer publicly, through intense and passionate
advocacy, nor willing to be dismissed, belittled, or rejected by other members of
their race or gender for identifying with one group over another. As reported
here, the factor analysis of black feminist consciousness for both sexes yielded
one dimension, and the factor analysis of black feminist consciousness for black
women alone yielded one dimension. However, the factor analysis of black femi-
nist consciousness for black men alone clearly yielded a different structure, with
two dimensions instead of one. The both movements item, which captures the
sense of internal conflict invoked by the hierarchy of interests when women’s
liberation is pitted against black civil rights, clearly defined the second dimen-
sion of this construct for black men only. While it would appear that black femi-
nist consciousness is quite widespread among black women and men, black
men, in particular, are equally and, in some cases, more likely to support black
feminism, with one exception—the both movements item—and when we exam-
ine just those who strongly agree with the position that there should be more
black women clergy, a twelve-point difference exists between black women and
black men.

Given the history of the black church, the above finding is particularly per-
plexing. Of course, an alternative explanation might be that black men so iden-
tify with black women that they recognize their unique disadvantaged status.
Still, black churches have played a prominent role in inhibiting the develop-
ment of black feminist consciousness and, as a result, the question that remained
unanswered is whether black men have truly progressed in their thinking in
regard to traditional gender roles. For this reason, I turned to another data set
with more difficult questions that marked a distinction between black women
and black men. The purpose of this analysis was to determine whether the items
available in the 1993–1994 NBPS failed to raise the bar high enough to truly
separate those with a genuine commitment to black feminist principles from
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those with only a fleeting recognition of the discrimination faced by black
women. Using data from the 1984–1988 NBES, I found that black women and
men differ in their beliefs related to sex role socialization and the comparative
influence of women in society.

All things considered, it would appear, on the basis of the principal compo-
nents analysis cited here, that black citizens’ beliefs about equality for black
women fall along one clear dimension—a dimension of black feminist con-
sciousness. This construct organizes the way black people think about political
issues affecting the lives of black women. Although these items are quite di-
verse in that they address the problems of racism, poverty, and sexism, black
feminism as a racially divisive issue, linked fate as an advanced stage of group
identification, gender equality within the black community as well as the black
church, and an awareness that black women suffer from both sexism within the
black movement and racism within the women’s movement, responses to these
questions are driven by the same sense of black feminist consciousness. Using
data from the 1993–1994 NBPS and the 1984–1988 NBES, I conclude that black
feminist consciousness is a stable construct that shapes the beliefs of black
women and black men toward gender equality and feminist priorities.*

* An earlier version of this article received the Jewel Prestage Award for best paper on gender, race,
ethnicity, and political behavior at the 2001 annual meeting of the Southwest Political Science Asso-
ciation. It was also recognized as best graduate student paper presented at a state, regional, or national
political science association meeting by Pi Sigma Alpha (the national political science honor society)
at the 2001 annual meeting of the American Political Science Association.
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Appendix A

Measures for Black Feminist Consciousness

“People have different ideas and opinions about politics. We would like to
know what you think about the following matters. For the next several ques-
tions I’m going to give you two choices. Please tell us which choice is most true
for you.” (Some respondents volunteered “both”; those respondents were
coded as a 0.5.)

Address all discrimination. The problems of racism, poverty, and sexual
discrimination are all linked together and must be addressed by the black com-
munity OR blacks should emphasize the struggle around race.

Both movements. Black women have suffered from both sexism within the
black movement and racism within the women’s movement OR black women
mostly suffer from the same type of problems as black men.

Black women leadership. Black women should share equally in the political
leadership of the black community OR black women should not undermine
black male leadership.

Black feminist help community. Black feminist groups help the black com-
munity by working to advance the position of black women OR black feminist
groups just divide the black community.

“I’m going to read some questions and please tell me if you strongly agree,
somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, strongly disagree.”

More women clergy. Black churches or places of worship should allow
more women to become members of the clergy.

Linked fate with black women. Do you think that what generally happens
to black women in this country will have something to do with what happens
in your life? Will it affect you a lot, some, or not very much?

Adapted from the 1993–1994 National Black Politics Study.
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Appendix B

Measures for Other Criterion Variables

Feminist Feeling Thermometer

The respondent is asked to rate feminists in accordance with a feeling ther-
mometer that runs from zero to one hundred degrees. Ratings between fifty
degrees and one hundred degrees indicate that the respondent feels favorably
and warm toward the group. Ratings between zero and fifty degrees indicate
that the respondent does not feel very favorable and is cool toward that group.
Respondents may use any number from zero to one hundred to tell the inter-
viewer how favorable their feelings are toward the group in question.

Feminist Identification Measure

Do you consider yourself to be a feminist? Would you describe yourself as: be-
ing strongly opposed to feminist ideals, somewhat opposed to feminist ideals,
not at all opposed to feminist ideals?

Black Feeling Thermometer

The respondent is asked to rate blacks in accordance with a feeling thermome-
ter that runs from zero to one hundred degrees. Ratings between fifty degrees
and one hundred degrees indicate that the respondent feels favorably and
warm toward the group. Ratings between zero and fifty degrees indicate that
the respondent does not feel very favorable and is cool toward that group. Re-
spondents may use any number from zero to one hundred to tell the interviewer
how favorable their feelings are toward the group in question.

Black Identification

Do you think that the movement for black rights has affected you personally?
Did it affect you a lot, some, or not very much?

Interaction (Race � Gender Identification)

Do you think that what generally happens to black people in this country will
have something to do with what happens in your life? Will it affect you a lot,
some, or not very much?

Do you think that what generally happens to women in this country will
have something to do with what happens in your life? Will it affect you a lot,
some, or not very much?

Note: All variables are coded on a 0-to-1 scale, with 1 indicating high group consciousness.
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